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WHEN one views a sharp border separatin g two regions of unequal luminance,
the \vellknown phenomenon
of simultaneous
contrast occurs; the region of higher luminance makes
the dim region appear darker, and vice versa. The physiological
basis for this is probably
lateral inhibition
in the retina and higher in the visual pathway.
Light falling in the
inhibitory
surround
of the receptive field of a retinal ganglion cell reduces the response
elicited by light falling in the central zone (BARLOW, 1953; KUFFLER, 1953). It is easy to
show this effect in single unit preparations,
but it has proved surprisingly
difficult to
investigate it in psychophysical
experiments on humans.
Many researchers report a small
elevation of threshold near a border in the visual field (TELLER. l965), but a method of
producing changes large enough to study at ditferent adaptation levels and in various retinal
regions has only recently been devised (WEsTHElh!ER, 1965).
The principal reason for this difficulty is that one deals with many parallel pathways in
psychophysical
experiments
instead of with a single, well-isolated
unit. For instance. on
such an isolated unit lateral inhibition may br shown by measuring threshold as a function
of the area of a stimulus spot; as the spot spreads into the inhibitory zone the threshold
intensity required to excite the ganglion cell rises. However, in a human experiment, as the
spot is increased in size it covers the receptive fields of more units, thus introducing
the
possibility of summation
of sub-threshold
influences.
Furthermore,
the newly covered units
lying near the edge of the spot will be less strongly inhibited than those at the center of the
spot, since part of their inhibitory surround will be uncovered, and there is also the possibility that large spots may preferentially
excite ganglion cells with large receptive fields.
with
For these reasons, it is not surprisin g that threshold always decreases monotonically
area in these psychophysical
experiments.
Westheimer overcame these difficulties by measurin g the threshold for a small test light
of constant size as a function of the area of the adaptation field upon kvhich it was superimposed. The small test flash ensured that only a few units were favorably placed to respond
to the light, and the effect of the adapting field could be studied upon these few units alone.
The conditions of the experiment, in the form in which we have repeated it, are shown in
Fig. I. The scotopic, rod system was isolated 6” peripheral to the fovea by employing deep
red adapting fields and a green test flash (AGUILXR and STILES, 1954).
The result on one subject is shown in Fig. 2 (circles and dotted line). Increment threshold
I-isc‘s as the adapting field diameter is increased to approximately
40 min (0.2 mm on the
retina).
This rise is presumably
due to the increased flux of adapting light falling in the
1 Supported by predoctoral fellowship from the National Council to Combat Blindness. Inc
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I. Field of view as seen by subject. The adaptation spot of variable diameter is super-

imposed upon a dimmer adapting field of about 15” diameter.
center of the adapting spot.

The test spot is added to tho

If this is the correct interpretation. the threshold-elevating influence of adapting light
falling in the diKerent slibdivisions of the receptive field exactly parallels the excitatory
influences revealed in area-threshold curves on single units. We were not, however, satisfied
that this interpretation of West~leimer’s experiment is correct, for the foltowing reason. It
is known that increment thresholds are elevated near the times of changes of adapting field
intensity (BAKER, 1963). The eye is constantly executing small saccadic movements, drifts,
and tremors (BARLOW, 1952; RIGGS, ARMINGTON and RATLIFF, 1956), all of which m0b.e
the adapting field over the retina. It is arguabfe that the threshold of the test spot depends
upon how recently the test region has undergone the great excursions of illumination
that
occur
edge
limb
with
have

when the image of the edge traverses it, and that the time that has elapsed since such
stimulation
increases, on the average, with the area of the adapting field. The falling
of Westheimer’s
curve could, in fact, result from these threshold changes combined
eye movements,
rather than from spatial interactions.
In order to investigate this we
repeated his experiment using a stabilized retinal image (Fig. 2, continuous
lines).

The optical apparatus followed the design of DITCHBURN (1963). In this design, light from a projection
system is reflected from a mirror attached to a contact lens worn by the subject. The subject then views the
reflected light through a telescope with an angular magnification of f/2. In stabilized image experiments of
this type, slip of the contact lens, scattered light, and poor optical resolution are serious problems (BARLCW,
1964). In order to minimize lens slip, contact lenses were made to fit the eye at the limbus, and were held
in place by reduced pressure applied through rubber suction cups. To minimize scattered light on the retina
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the cc)ntact lenses uere painted black on the inside. lca~ing a I mm diameter artificial pupil. To a\o~d
smearing 5~ blinking, rhs mirror uas mounted on a side arm: and to reduce the tendency of the Iens to rc)t;lte,
this side arm and the rubber suckers uerc mounted low down on the fr\?nr of the lens. about at the posItions
of the hands of a clock at ‘3 min to 5 o’clock. This had the further advantage of allowing the upper lid to
clsan thr: optical path through the contact iens by blinking risht across it. Tests of the apparatus when
wearing the contact lens showed that a grating of bar width 75 SK was easily resolvable; the resolution of the
peripheral retina used in these rswriments was, of course, much lower than this. Calibrations indicated that
the image movements nould be reduced to less than 2 per cent of their normal magnitude if the lenses did
not slip: mobemsnts of the eye outside the field within which the target could be seen. and residual slip, arc
probably more important causes of loss of stability.
The procedure in these experiments was as follows. Two subjects were used. both of xbhom had 20 30
vision in the eye concerned. Both were experienced in psychophysical experiments.
Each did four espuimental sessions in a seri<s. In the middle t\vo sessions, the subject wore the contact lens with the mirror
attached, and the image \\as stabilized on the retina. In the first and last sessions the subject still k+ore the
contact lens. but the mirror \ms attached to a fixed mount instead of to the side arm of the lens; thus the
optical c’onditions were exactly the same as in the stabilized runs, but the image was unstabilized. The test
spot was flashed for II msec once every second. Thresholds were determined by the subject adjusting ;I
\\edge until he could just see the Rash on the majority of trials. After taking the wedge reading the euperimenter haphazardly upset the \rrdge setting and changed the size of the adaptation spot to the next in the
session. All sessions acre done from small area to large. then back to small.

The results for one Subject are sholvn in Fig. 2. Each plotted point is the average of t‘o~~r
settings, n pair from each of two experimental
sessions. The standard deviation of repeat
settings calculated from these paired readings, is 0.1 1 log10 units, but it is less for stabilized
und more for Llnst~bilized conditions.
It \vill be seen that there is n definite diminution
of threshold when the adapting spot is
enlarged above 50 min diameter.
The reduction
is more pronounced
under stabilized
conditions. and occurs at a somewhat smaller diameter of adapting spot. All these features
of Fig. 2 \vere present in the results obtninetf from the other subject. It is therefore cerkn
thnt Westheimer’s phenomenon
cannot be explained by successi\,e contrast combined with
eye movements-indeed,
Fig. 2 shows that eye mo\,emcnts
tend to obscure the etfect.
tatual
inhibition in the retina, or higher in the visuttl pathway, must be the c;\use.
It is of interest to compare the results ofthis experiment with the results ofnren-tlirtsilolci
eupcriments on single units in the frog or cat retina. In them. as the art’3 01‘2 spot oflizht is
increased, threshold first falls, and then rises again as the stimulating
spot invades the
~Ilhibit~~l-y surround
of the cell (BARLOW, 195.3; BCt~row cr ni., 1957). In the present
psychophysical
csperiment.
the increment threshold at the crlntsr of an adapting field first
rises and then falls again as the diameter of the field increases.
It is clenr that the total
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Ffc;. 2. Threshold for the test spot (diameter 7 min. duration f I msec) as a function of diameter
of adapting spat for unstabilized (circles) and stabilized (crosses) viewing.

excitatory effect of the stimulating
spot in the first case and its drtpt3tiOIld
Dot
in rhct
second case run parallel courses.
In addition to this definite conclusion, it is worth making comments upon two aspects of
the subjecti\,e experience while performing these experiments.
Without stabilization
ens is
very much aware of the disturbing effects of eye movements.
A small change of fixation
position causes an intense subjective effect as the adaptation field moves, and one is disturbed
by this flashing of the adapting field since it is subjectively similar to the appearance of a
suprathreshold
test flash. This makes the threshold settings under unstabilized conditions
unsatisfactory
from a subjective point of view. We think that this difficulty was the cause of
the thresholds being higher for unstabilized than for stabilized conditions, and it is probably
also the cause of the variance of settings being nearly twice higher under unstabilized
Certainly,
under stabilized conditions
the threshold settings are noticeably
conditions.
easier to make; one is not disturbed by the blurring, misting and fading of the stabilized
adapting spot, for the appearance
of the test flash is always a clearly defined, separate
experience, in contrast with the situation without stabilization.
The second point concerns the subjective appearance
of the test stimulus at threshold,
which changes when it is superimposed
upon fields of different sizes. On a large field it is
seen, as one would expect, as a small central spot. When the adapting field is less than about
30 min diameter, however, the threshold esperience is of a diffuse flash in the region surrounding the adapting spot. Either scattered light from the test spot is being detected, or the
stimulus is exciting the receptive fields of ganglion cells whose centers lie outside the adapting
spot. Different units may well determine the threshold when the adapting field is small instead
of large, but this does not upset the conclusions
reached, because these follow from the fall
in threshold at large adapting spot diameters.
We have clearly substantiated
Westheimer’s
finding that adapting light at a distance can make an area of retina more sensitive to an
incremental
flash; and we have shown that he is correct in attributing
this to spatial
interactions.
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Abstract-The
increment
threshold
for a small stimulus superimposed
upon adapting
spots of
various diameters
was measured under scotopic
conditions
in the peripheral
retina. Confirminy
~‘ESTHEIMER (lY65), it was found that adapting
spots of about 1’ diameter raise rhe threshold
more than either larger or smaller spots. This experiment
v,as repeated using a stabilized-image
technique to avoid movements
of the adapting field over the retina. The reduction
of threshold
\\ith increase of the adapting
spot diameter above I’ was found to be more pronounced
v,ith
stabilization
than without.
Hence, Westheimer’s
phenomenon
cannot be explained
by eye
movements
and temporal excitability
changes, and must be attributed
to physiolagical
interactions within the visual system.
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Zusanuuenfassuug-Unter
skotopischen
Bedingungen
wurdr peripher die Unterschiedsschwells
fiir einen kleinen Testreiz bestimmt,
der Adaptationsfeldern
mit verschiedenen
Durchmessern
iiberlagert
wurde.
In tibereinstimmung
mit WESTHEIMER (1965) ergab sich, dass Adaptntionsfelder von etwa I” Durchmesser
die Schwelle mehr erhijhen als griissere oder kleinere Felder.
Dieser
Versuch
wurde
mit stabilisiertem
Netzhautbild
wiederholt,
urn Bewegungen
dcs
Adaptationsfeldes
tibcr die Netzhaut
zu vermeidrn.
Die Abnnhme
der Schw~lle bei einer
Zunahme
der Griisse des Adaptationsfeldes
iiber I’ war mit stabilisiertem
Xirtzhautbild
ausgepriigter
als ohnc.
Westheimers
Phlnomen
kann also nicht mit Augenbewsgungen
oder
zeitlichen
EmpfindlichkeitsschHnnkungen
erkl;irt
werden,
sondern
ist auf physiologischc
\Vechsclwirkungen
innerhalb
des visucllen Systems zuriickzufuhren.
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